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Into the Lion’s Den—Leadership Matters
The LA Div. SCV asked Donnie Kennedy to defend
our Heritage on WWL-TV New Orleans June 29th.
He faced the difficult task of defending our side
against a young, articulate, black extremist (on
right), a member of the Urban League (2nd from left),
a “moderate” white author (not shown) who
supported removal of Confederate flags, while the
show was hosted by a young black lady (3rd from
left). Our side was well defended by Donnie.

Donnie Kennedy to Address SCV
Heritage Luncheon in Richmond, VA
You don’t want to miss Donnie’s dynamic and
challenging address at the SCV’s Heritage
Luncheon July 16th in Richmond. He will challenge
the SCV to abandon Heritage Defense—we can no
longer afford to fight a defensive battle—it’s time
for a new/audacious strategy! We cannot win by
doing the same things we have always done! With
the right strategy and leaders—Victory is possible!
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The Constitution and Slavery
The screeching cry of “flag of slavery” from the
throats of left wing bigots and p. c. sell-outs
(better known as Republicans) that has
dominated the news for the past few weeks is
hopefully abating. Nevertheless, the radical
leftists have been very successful not only in
corrupting the good name of the Confederate
Flag but also have set the foundation for their
final act, the removal of The Constitution. By
sullying the Confederate Flag with the tar-brush
of slavery and making it odious because of its
real or even un-real association with slavery the
left won a great victory. Now that “America”
has been taught that anything that is associated
with slavery must be destroyed, all the left has to
do to remove an object (Jefferson Memorial),
principle (local government, i.e., State’s Rights),
or document (The Constitution) is to
demonstrate its connection with slavery.
To “prove” the connection of slavery with the
Confederate Battle Flag, liberals had to jump
through many hoops. Facts had to be invented,
truth refused a hearing, and reality set aside.
Yet, even with these obstacles, the neo-Marxist
crowd was very successful. The Constitution of
the United States is a completely different
matter. Its association with slavery is so visible
and so obvious as to make a radical leftist’s
heart palpitate with hate. There are three places
in the Constitution where slavery is recognized
and protected. In Article I, Section 2, slaves are
counted as 3/5’s value of free men. The South
wanted slaves to be counted as any other nonvoting member of the population; the North
wanted slaves to be counted as cattle. The South
was forced to compromise with the North and
yet we are told the South was responsible for the
3/5’s rule and all Confederate Flags must come
down! In Art. I Sec. 9, the African Slave Trade
is protected from Congressional action for
20 year. Southern States demanded the

immediate end of the African Slave Trade; the
North wanted to protect its nefarious trade; the
South compromised with the North and of course
as we know, all Confederate Flags must come
down. In Art. IV, Sec. 2, the states agree to return
all runaway slaves that escaped into their state.
This is a direct copy of the first Fugitive Slave
Law enacted in America by the United Colonies of
New England, 1664. Both Northern and Southern
States took advantage of this section of the
Constitution but of course the South is at fault and
all Confederate Flags must come down!
Up until now, most leftists would deal with these
sections as if they were the product of the evil
slave holders of the South. But now (thanks to
Nicki Haley) they have a grand opportunity to
shame and discredit the one document that has
stood in their way of creating the ultimate big
government—The Constitution. Nothing is safe
from the wrath of the p.c. Gestapo, the
Constitution, our churches, our guns our
everything—all thanks to spineless political
whores who are more than willing to sell
themselves to the highest bidder of the ruling elite
in the Federal Empire. And maybe even get a shot
at the Republican V/P position.
E-mail us for Free Subscription to our Newsletter
Ron Kennedy: jrk1861@gmail.com or
Donald Kennedy: wdkennedy@reagan.com
Include your home city & state.
Help spread the word! If you like what we are
doing and would like to help it is as easy as
forwarding this e-newsletter to your pro-Southern
friends.
You may also print articles from this newsletter in
your camp newsletter. We only ask that you give
credit such as >From (date) issue of Kennedy
Twins newsletter www.kennedytwins.com<
Be a part of the 2020 vote for Freedom!
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Politics Makes For Some Strange Bed Fellows
BUT
WHY IS THIS WOMAN IN BED WITH THESE TWO MEN?
As pointed out in ‘Lincoln’s Marxists,’ the Republican Party has a long and not so healthy
connection with radical socialists and communists. Marx was one of the first political
leaders who promoted the false narrative that the South was fighting to promote and
protect the institution of slavery. Fast forward to 2015 where Al Sharpton is leading the
charge for destroying everything Confederate because of its connection with slavery.
Sharpton and his leftist allies had little chance of victory until the pretended friends of the
South, aka, Republicans, came to their defense with the cry of “Confederate Flag is
symbol of racism and slavery.” Nicki Haley had no problem in slipping into the political bed
with Marx and Sharpton for after all, they all believe in big government—the only
argument is how big and who is going to control the big government. Haley has now firmly
secured for herself a place in the Republican establishment: she is a minority (female),
she is non-white (Indian—East not West), and she has trampled upon the Confederate
Flag, thus proving her loyalty to the established order in the Federal Empire. People who
crawl into bed with two strangers, people who sell themselves for profit and people who
use others to promote themselves are known as “whores,” regardless whether they are
selling themselves in a bordello or political office!
Genocide is a coordinated plan of different actions
aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of
the life of groups, with the aim of annihilating the
group. The object would be the destruction of
political & social institutions of culture, language,
national or regional feelings, religion, and the
economic existence of the group. They did it to the
Indians, the Hawaiians and now we are next! Your
heritage, guns, religion—they want to destroy it all!

Cultural Genocide-See We Told You So!
Chapter 13 of The South Was Right! is titled “The
Yankee Campaign of Cultural Genocide.” When we
wrote the 2nd edition in 1994 many “moderates”
accused the Kennedy Twins of being radical,
extreme & un-American! Current events
demonstrate that there is an active effort by the left
to destroy the traditional conservative South. There
is a solution-but it takes courage—Victory in 2020.
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If the South Were a Free Nation
What Kind of Government Would It
Have?
Have you ever thought about what kind of
government we would have if the South was a free
and independent nation? Hopefully we would avoid
the problems that the current Federal government
has created. For one thing instead of stressing the
importance of “equality” I would prefer a
government that stresses individual liberty—a
government that would simply leave us alone. In
Reclaiming Liberty such a government is called a
“liberty based society.”
Here are some of the high points of a liberty based
society:











Total taxation (Federal, State, & local) is no
more than 10%
Inflation and boom/bust economic cycles
are prevented by eliminating the Federal
Reserve and using market determined
money
Specific, non arbitrary voting qualifications
are established such as high school
completion etc, not on public assistance,
and must not be a felon.
Strong military based within the South, no
entangling foreign alliances, no troops
based on foreign soil—Southerners do not
go around the world seeking monsters to
destroy—but if they come here we destroy
them and from whence they came
Use our natural resources such as offshore
oil to pay off Social Security & VA
obligations and relieve younger generations
of this burden
Education and healthcare are private
based—remember that your “take home”
pay has been greatly increased due to
decreased tax liability vs. what you pay
today.

Next time some deluded person tells you that the
USA is the best nation in the world—tell them that
“I have a dream” of a better country, a country of
our own and indeed a better world.

How Can We Regain Constitutionally
Limited Government?
The dream of a free South may be just that
but “we the people” of the once sovereign
States of Dixie should never give up on our
dream of a restored, constitutionally limited
Republic of Republics—the government
that was handed down to us from our
Colonial Founding Fathers.
The Vision 2020 project is part of the effort
to restore real states’ rights to America. Go
back and read the April and May
newsletters to learn more of this daring
plan.
Go
to:
http://www.kennedytwins.com/archives.htm
The April newsletter is of special interest
considering what the GOP has done to us
lately. Remember we have the power to
hold the GOP hostage if we plan and act
appropriately between today and general
election day 2020.
If we regain real states’ rights we will regain
liberty lost at Appomattox. 2020—Freedom
is closer than you think!
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Who Is Uncle Seth? Why Are His Stories
Important for Southerners Today?
The book cover’s artwork shows two soldiers in mortal combat.
One soldier is an invader the other is defending his people from the
invader’s torch, the murder and rape that always follows imperial
armies as they attempt to dominate folks who only ask to be left
alone. There are two flags. One represents an empire bent on
dominating its smaller neighbor and exploiting its neighboring
nation’s resources. The other flag represents a people fighting to
prevent becoming slaves to an evil empire. One flag represents
freedom the other slavery—Uncle Seth tells the truth about the War
for Southern Independence and how it still impacts us today.

O, my! This is Boston, Massachusetts 1976 during the force busing riots. The riots lasted days and
as you can see this White Bostonian is going after a Black man using NOT the Confederate Flag but
the United States Flag. Maybe we should get rid of that racist symbol also! Are you listening Nicki
Haley? As a typical Southern politician you seem willing to prostitute yourself to any hate group
that may help you get a few votes!
“The further a society drifts away from the truth, the more it will hate those that speak it.”
George Orwell
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Are Southerners Citizens in a Free Country
Or

Subjects in a Left of Center Supreme Federal Empire?
The recent spasm of politically correct
anti-South bigotry has had one good
impact—it forces Southerners to question
their standing in this our “re-united”
nation. The anti-South bigots have boldly
demonstrated that while this nation
claims to be a nation “with liberty and
justice for all” if you are a traditional
conservative Southerner then you need
to not merely step to the back of the
bus—you are thrown off the bus! All of
this is done amid the enthusiastic
cheering of leftist bigots and Southern
Republican scalawags.
In order to exterminate a people, you
must first dehumanize them; make them
odious in the eyes of your followers.
Once this is done then it is not only
acceptable to exterminate them but it
would be evil not to rid the world of such
odious vermin. The current round of antiSouth cultural genocide is not new.
Generals Sherman & Sheridan, as well
as Republican Congressman Thaddeus
Stevens spoke of eliminating their
Southern enemies even using the word
“exterminate” to describe what they
wanted to do to the people of the South.
What most of our people do not
understand is that it is not the
Confederate Flag that the leftists are
after; it is everything that defines the
conservative, religious, individualist, small
government loving South. Our guns, our
Bibles, our love of freedom, our desire for
a government that will simply protect our
borders and leave us alone—all are
targets for leftist extermination.

In a free country the government fears its
citizens because politicians understand
that the free citizen will remove from
office any politician who violates his duty
to protect the people from the arbitrary
use of government power. But in an
empire the subjects fear the government
because they know that the government
is supreme and can “justify” any actions it
elects to take against any troublesome
subject.
In a free country the government is
limited and ultimate power is held by “we
the people” within our sovereign states.
The people can count on real states’
rights to protect them from an abusive
central government.
In an empire the people are ruled by an
established ruling elite. The primary
purpose of the elite is to protect their
source of power, perks, and privileges.
The ruling elite has a cadre of crony
capitalists that provides them with
financial backing in exchange for favored
treatment—thereby
violating
open
competition, the essential principle of free
market capitalism.
Are Southerners citizens or subjects?
How Would Your Family Like an Extra
$14,974.00 Each Year?
According to economist D. Brady Nelson this is
the annual cost to every family in America for
government regulations. This would not happen
in a Liberty Based Society. Read his article:
https://mises.org/library/government-regulationanother-hidden-tax

